
Sections 456-457 are located on the North side of Level 8 of SoFi Stadium. 

Know Before You Go

Sections 456-457

Tickets

All tickets and parking passes for Los Angeles Rams games  
at SoFi Stadium are mobile-only.   

Your online Rams Ticket Account Manager is your dashboard to manage your tickets.  
To access, visit therams.com/AM and sign in with the email address and password  

associated with your Rams Account. For more information on mobile ticketing,  
including how-to-guides and FAQs, visit therams.com/mobile.

To expedite entry on gameday, we strongly recommend saving your tickets  
to your mobile wallet or passbook before arriving at SoFi Stadium.

Parking & Transportation
All guests must have a valid Rams parking pass to park on-site at SoFi Stadium.  

Parking zones open four hours prior to kickoff. We strongly encourage early arrival to avoid traffic 
delays. For detailed instructions on accessing your designated parking zone, click HERE.

Parking will not be available to purchase on-site, we suggest purchasing parking ahead of time  
if you wish to park around the stadium.

For additional information, including Rideshare pick-up/drop-offs location, visit therams.com/parking.

Stadium Entrance
Opens two hours prior to kickoff

For the easiest path of travel to your seats, your recommended entrance is Entry 4,  
which is located at the North side of SoFi Stadium. Please note that when entering,  

you will be on Level 6 and your seating section is located on Level 8. 

To access your seating section, follow the below instructions:

Once you enter through entry 4, walk straight to the set of stairs and escalators  
that take you straight to Level 8. When you reach Level 8 the sections wrap to the left.  

If elevators are needed, you can walk straight once entering entry 4, head towards  
Section 312, there is an Entry 3+4 elevator that can take you to Level 8.

Please keep your mobile ticket readily available as you will need to show it as you navigate to your seating section.

Concourse Amenities
The closest Guest Services is located behind Sections 449/545

Concession stands can be found behind Sections 456 or 405.

Closest restrooms are behind sections 449 and 450.

Please note that SoFi Stadium is a cashless facility.  
All major credit cards, debit cards and methods of mobile pay are accepted.

Wi-Fi
Complimentary Wi-Fi is available throughout SoFi Stadium. To join, select #sofistadium  
from a Wi-Fi-enabled device. Please note that at this time, cellular customers of certain  

carriers may encounter coverage gaps, so we suggest logging on to Wi-Fi.

COVID-19 Information

Clear Bag Policy
To provide a safer environment and expedite fan entry into the stadium, the NFL has implemented a 

league-wide bag policy that limits the size and type of bags allowed on gamedays. 

For more information, please visit  NFL.com/allclear.

-    Approved Bags    -

Clear Tote
Clear plastic, vinyl, or PVC and  
does not exceed 12” X 6” X 12”

Small Clutch Bags
Approximately the size of a hand, 

no larger than 6.5” X 4.5”
(May include a handle or strap)

Plastic Storage Bag
One-gallon, re-sealable, clear

Vaccination not required 
to attend games 

Masks required at all times, 
 regardless of vaccination status  

(Except when actively eating or drinking)

http://www.therams.com/AM
http://www.therams.com/mobile
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http://www.therams.com/parking

